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In 2019, theater director and writer Mudīte Gaiševska started her Mudīte’s Alphabetical 

Biography where she collected different episodes of her life in order to save them from 

disappearing from her and others’ memory. She described the episodes in alphabetic order by 

choosing a word associated with a particular event, such as Ā for Ārprāts (Madness), Burvīgi ir 

būt (Being is wonderful) and so forth. In the introduction, she writes: “Now, at the age of 83, my 

so-called short-term memory has become rather wayward. It disappears, comes back to me, 

vanishes, rises again and chaotically and aimlessly fills my consciousness with a willful force. 

The only constant is the inner feeling of one’s own identity, particular to every one of us, but 

accessible to others only in an approximate and indirect way. [..] To rephrase a popular expression 

about thinking, I can say: I remember, therefore I am!” 1 

Mudīte Gaiševska’s creative biography is one of the seven stories revealed in this 

exhibition, but the phrase “I remember, therefore I am” has become its framing device, pulling 

together experiences that have come about during the year and a half spent exploring the seven 

artists’ archives and listening to their and their contemporaries’ voices. These are inspiring stories 

that improve understanding of our recent history, and, by clearing the way for interpreting this 

history differently, they expand what we call our canon of art.  

The past several decades have given ever more currency to the view that over the course of 

writing world history women’s experiences have been “omitted” within the framework of the 

dominant patriarchal and heteronormative social structures. The social and political events 

currently taking place on the global stage, especially illuminated by the pandemic, are indicative 

of the necessity to change the usual take on world order and to dismantle the established 

hierarchies, creating a more open, inclusive and equal society. But it is interesting that, even 

though attempts to reshape rigid opinions have been made for a long time – for example, the 

women’s suffrage movement celebrated its 100th anniversary last year – one has come to realize 

again and again that knowledge must be continuously created anew. Collective memory is always 

interspersed with blank spots which make one pose the question why we tend to forget and 

marginalize women’s achievements and their role in society.   

However, it is important to note that the “woman artist” is not the core topic of the 

exhibition; it is instead an operation and an intervention in the canon of art history, not only by 

looking for new stories of our past, but also by decoding social and political structures and 

ideological schemes that exist in different areas of life. The format of this project was an 

important influence on the emergence of its method – collective research uniting ten researchers 

and artists. This allowed to discover ways of how and what we can learn by combining our 

 
1 Mudīte Gaiševska. Mudītes alfabētiskā biogrāfija. [Mudīte’s Alphabetical Biography], 2019.  
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knowledge, skills and experience, as well as the different approaches to testimonies of our past 

which we can gain from working together.   

 

In Latvia, we still haven’t fully written an art history of the Soviet period that would 

evaluate not only the exemplars of official and non-conformist art but also adopt different points 

of view towards our “official” art history, which is represented by institutions and their 

collections, as well as by researchers and their knowledge. In response to this, the exhibition 

offers one to become acquainted with different art practices, facts, and memories, as well as 

human, ethical and aesthetic values, which can explain the position of women artists in a social 

and cultural context and to oppose the established hierarchies shaping the historical narrative. 

These are different artistic strategies related both to the alternative culture and to attempts of 

diversifying the language of art and the range of interests of the official art scene. The core of the 

exhibition is constituted by seven stories about the artists Rita Einberga (1921–1979), Laima 

Eglīte (1945), Maija Eliase (1924–1991), Mudīte Gaiševska (1935), Ruta Kreica (1946), Rasa 

Kalniņa-Grīnberga (1936) and Olga Neimane-Kateņeva (1908–2001). While Anni Puolakka, 

Marta Trektere, Evita Goze, Rasa Jansone and Liliana Piskorska have created new works for the 

exhibition considering feminism and aspects of gender in a contemporary context.  

 

The events of the latter half of the 20th century in Latvia are marked by the Soviet period 

and the illusion it cultivated about gender equality, all the while determinedly coordinating a 

different social “outcome” for these processes via different mechanisms of power. It is interesting 

to look back at the Bolshevik Revolution, which, as early as in 1917, announced gender equality, 

declaring the right to love freely as an individual right and announcing decrees such as “On the 

Cancellation of Marriage”, “On Civil Marriage, Children and Registration in the Civil Status 

Files”, as well as adopting the decree “On Cancelling Punishment for Homosexuals”. These ideas 

were embodied by such vivid personalities as Aleksandra Kollontai (1872–1952), the first Soviet 

woman diplomat and minister, as well as an eminent theoretician who wrote a number of texts 

conceptualizing women’s rights in the society of her day. She thought that the existence of unity 

and society as such is impossible without solidarity. Theoretician and cyberfeminist Alla 

Mitrofanova writes that Kollontai’s ideas stand out in the context of her time not only in that they 

stress the practical benefits of emancipation, but also in that they define a new kind of sensuality 

which would also incorporate tolerance towards the desires and needs of others.2 The ideological 

basis of these ideas sheds light on aspirations towards equality and a more inclusive public. Sadly, 

as history shows, such ideas may turn out to be not particularly comfortable, and shifts in the 

political rhetoric have been accompanied by repositioning of the emphasis. In the Soviet Union, 

the idea of a woman as an emancipated person was indeed supported, but feminism, such as it had 

come to be in the West, was taboo in the Soviet space, and the idea of equality was distorted 

depending on current expediencies.  

 

In Latvia, too, starting with the first Soviet occupation of 1941, one can observe the press 

being flooded by great amounts of propaganda, of articles and appeals that determinedly 

programmed and upheld the myth of the strong, self-assured female “builder of a new life” in the 

collective consciousness. Now, as opposed to the bourgeoisie state, she had rights and could find 

self-fulfillment in the professional sphere. Two images became predominant at the time: the 

female revolutionary and the enthusiast, while the decade after Stalin’s death saw the rebirth of 

 
2 Alla Mitrafonova. Feminism is our national idea. Red Love: A Reader on Aleksandra Kollontai. Sternberg Press. 2019 
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the idea of womanhood and family values, with the redefining of the woman’s role – she became 

both a model worker and (!) a mother. The understanding of equality as the adoption of male 

norms is likewise conspicuous. The images of a woman as a tractor driver and kolkhoz worker 

have rather curiously seeped into the collective memory. The intentions and slogans of the Soviet 

“collective project” are full of contradictions and we see that the equality guaranteed by law was 

not truly implemented due to the social, political and cultural presumptions deeply ingrained in 

the public.  

 

The leap from the ideas of Aleksandra Kollontai to the present day is marked by the nine 

decades during which progressive ideas have been deformed, marginalized and forgotten. Liliana 

Piskorska, a Polish artist featured in this exhibition, reviews this phenomenon of forgetfulness, 

turning to the history of lesbians, who are to remain unknown due to the far-right politics in 

present-day Poland. She writes a “Sourcebook” inspired by the Polish writer Sławomira 

Wałczewska (1960), who in 1974 (at the age of fourteen!) wrote a letter to Kate Millett (1934–

2017), an American feminist and activist. In the letter, she posed a question about feminism and 

the ways of practicing it, as such knowledge was unavailable in Poland at the time. This, in turn, 

led her to accumulate sources and news that could increase this knowledge. “She writes a letter 

while barely knowing the English language, while being unsure if it will get through the sieve of 

censorship, not knowing to where to address it, and, in the end, sending it simply to Radcliffe 

College [..]. Due to her lack of language skills, she is able to only ‘send her greetings, and her 

wish to know something more’. Sławka’s letter reaches Radcliffe College, and someone who 

opens it makes the decision not to ignore the request and to write back, sending the girl several 

feminist brochures, leaflets and catalogs, including the book The New Woman’s Survival 

Sourcebook: Another Women-Made Book from Knopf, a catalog with addresses of feminist groups 

and places, institutions, clinics, bookstores, magazines.”3   

 

We can observe a kind of an analogical forgetfulness in Latvia, too, for example, in the 

processes of the late 1980s and, later on, the 1990s when one can start identifying initiatives 

addressing the “question of women”. Gundega Repše graduated from the Art Academy of Latvia 

with a diploma work Characterizing the Importance of Women Artists in Cultural history and 

Soviet Latvian Art (1985). She likewise authored the article, The Question of the Question of 

Women (Avots periodical, 1987). In the early 1990s, the Latvian Women's Studies Information 

Center started operating. But in 1997, NL Sieviešu līga (NL Women’s League) was established.4 

By the end of the 1990s, all these initiatives had become silent, even though increasing 

emancipation and equality of rights in a democratic society should have secured and promoted a 

feminist perspective. How can we achieve that the goals we accomplish and the knowledge we 

gain about gender and its different subjectivities, from a current and historical perspective, 

are evenly distributed, and carried on from one era to another, from one human to another 

and from one memory to another?  

Just as Mudīte described her individual memory, the histories of all the protagonists of the 

exhibition came closer to and slipped away from us, the ten researchers, and took shape only 

 
3 Liliana Piskorska. Sourcebook. 2020. 
4 Inga Štimane, Silja Pogule, Ingrīda Zābere, Izolde Cēsiniece, Kirstīne Keire, and Ilze Breidaka are members of the 
League. 
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gradually – and, in some cases, incompletely. There were both unexpected findings and hopeless 

situations in which knowledge was kept away from us (and is still being kept away from us) by 

walls of opinions and preconceptions, or real apartment doors that can’t be unlocked, or archives 

burnt down in a fire. How can we reclaim these histories and how are they to be evaluated within 

the framework of regional artistic, social and political processes? How can we evaluate the artists 

who have influenced the canon but have been forgotten? Why the artistic practices reflecting on 

the female experience are marginalized? Why do we consider as inessential the creative strategies 

centered on a subjective, individual and intimate observation of society? Why is the canon of art 

history still shaped by a stereotyped and hierarchical outlook that prioritizes particular artistic 

media, but shapes the historical narrative based on the uniqueness of an individual, all the while 

ignoring collective practices? Why do we still marginalize the peripheral and think about art only 

from the perspective of the center? 

How can we break the chain of such paradigms? How can we write history by learning 

from feminist strategies and shape our present into such in which different voices and tonalities 

are heard?  


